Vesalius: VNet-based fully automatic segmentation of
intervertebral discs in multimodality MR images
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Abstract. Named after Andreas Vesalius (1914-1964) for his landmark description of the
intervertebral discs, Vesalius is a VNet-based method for fully automatic segmentation of
intervertebral discs T11/T12 to L5/S1 in sagittal Dixon MR sequences. Our method uses
aggressive data augmentation, transfer learning from a T2 weighted MR dataset, a fully
convolutional VNet architecture trained on full resolution image volumes, and model
ensembling to smoothly segment intervertebral discs with up to 0.9285 Dice in our preliminary
tests.
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1.1

Data Splitting

As mentioned in the IVDM3seg challenge description, data released for method
development consisted of 8 patients scanned at two timepoints. Leakage between
training and testing data should be avoided; the network should be discouraged from
“memorizing” specific patients’ intervertebral discs during training. Volumes were
paired based on structural similarity and restricted to the same training/testing group.
Augmentations of these volumes were also contained to the same group. Train test
split was 14/2 and leave-one-out-cross validation was performed by shuffling training
and testing groups while respecting patient divisions, creating a total of 8 unique data
folds.
1.2

Data Augmentation and Preprocessing

The full dataset was augmented 38X using a combination of 3D rotation, 3D affine
transforms, and 3D elastic deformations and stored offline. These deformations were
designed to mimic variable patient positioning, spinal curvature, disc size, and disc
shape. Volumes and segmentation masks were resampled to isotropic dimensions,
augmented, then resampled back to their original dimensions. Volumes and masks
were interpolated using cubic interpolation and masks defined by a 0.5 threshold.
Intensities were normalized to zero mean, unit variance on a per volume, per channel
basis.
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1.3

Network Structure and Training Details

A 3D VNet architecture was implemented in Tensorflow using Python (algorithm [1],
graph[2]) and trained end-to-end. VNet is a fully convolutional neural network
architecture consisting of sequential 3D strided convolutional downsampling units
and a transpose convolution upsampling path with skip connections concatenated at
each resolution. By training the network with our full volumes, instead of patches, we
were able to leverage the spatial context of the whole image to predict our binary
segmentation mask. Our final network took a 4 channel input, one channel per
modality, expanded to 16 channels at the first layer, and doubled in channels every
subsequent level for a total of 256 channels at the bottom of the network. The
networks 4 levels had 1,2,3,3 convolutions respectively and 3 convolutions at the
bottom level with ReLu activations.
Our loss metric combined weighted cross entropy (wce) loss and soft Dice loss.
Although the contribution of weighted cross entropy in the combined loss function
was relatively small (wce scaled by 0.017 and added to soft Dice), our combined loss
metric was successful in addressing the imbalance of foreground to background
voxels.
Finally, each network was trained for 25 epochs (approximately 8 hours, although
convergence was seen within 30 minutes) on a single Nvidia Titan X GPU using
gradient descent optimizer with exponential learning rate decay.
1.4

Transfer Learning

Networks underwent supervised pre-training for 25 epochs on a single-channel T2
weighted dataset from a previous MICCAI competition[3]. The T2w dataset was
cropped to match the field of view and resolution of the Dixon sequence, augmented
using the techniques described above, and broadcast to four input channels to match
the dimensions. Learned weights were used for weight initialization of our VNet.
1.5

Hyperparameter Tuning and Ensembling

A random search of 60 unique combinations of hyperparameters was performed. Due
to computational restrictions, the search was only performed on 1 of the 8 data folds.
The hyperparameter set with the highest and most stable test Dice accuracy and
visually smoothest segmentation was selected. Finally, 8 models were trained, each on
a unique data fold, using this hyperparameter set (initial learning rate = 0.029, decay
steps/decay rate = 3500/0.0700, background voxel weight wce = 0.014, foreground
voxel weight wce = 1.0, wce contribution to loss = 0.017, batch size = 1, dropout =
0.80).
The input image is loaded, each channel normalized to zero mean unit variance,
and it is run through inference of models 1 through 8. The logits of all models are
averaged and used for prediction. In the case of a “missing” prediction for T11/T12
disc, the input is flipped across axis=0 and run through the inference again, and
auxiliary predictions are used for segmentation.
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1.6

Post-processing

A 3D connected component analysis was used to eliminate predicted volumes of less
than 1200 voxels. Based on our observation of the manual segmentation ground truth,
segmentations appeared to be processed slice-wise in the sagittal plane. Partial
volume effect is a known problem in determining boundaries for segmentation of
“bookend” slices. To address this issue, a 2D connected component analysis was
performed on the bookend sagittal slices to remove any segmentations smaller than 25
pixels (size of smallest manually drawn ROI). Finally, 3D connected components
were labeled bottom up with background assigned a value of 0, disc L5/S1 assigned a
value of 1, L4/L5 2 and so on. The center of the disk is defined as the centroid of each
3D connected component.
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